
 
On behalf of Maarten van der Laan, we would like to express interest to cooperate as a partner in the HORIZON-

HLTH-2021-CARE-05-01: Enhancing quality of care and patient safety.  More information about the researchers 

and the UMCG can be found below. For questions and contact initiation, please email grantsupport@umcg.nl. 
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Partner information  

Country  THE NETHERLANDS  

Name of the organisation  UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER GRONINGEN (UMCG)  

Type of organisation  Research Organisation 

Short description  The University Medical Center Groningen (UMCG) is one of the 
largest hospitals in the Netherlands and the largest employer 
in the Northern Netherlands. More than 10,000 employees 
provide patient care, are involved in medical education and 
perform cutting-edge scientific research, focused on ‘healthy 
and active ageing’. Research and education at the UMCG are 
funded through the University of Groningen, and the Faculty of 
Medical Sciences functions as an integral part of the 
University. UMCG is ISO9181-certified for its research and 
education activities. The center provides excellent facilities to 
work with large databases, including the LifeLines cohort that 
was initiated at the UMCG. These facilities include both digital 
infrastructures as well as methodological expertise.  

Department / laboratory vascular surgery 

Name(s) of the principal investigator(s) Maarten van der Laan   

 

Summary of envisioned project  

Project title Tailor-made Improvement of Safety in Healthcare 

Rationale 
A significant number of patients die in hospitals because of preventable adverse events. Over the past ten years, 
healthcare has not become demonstrably safer. In addition, the same high-risk domains are identified as 10 
years ago: such as the diagnostic process and medication safety. The total number of preventable deaths in 
healthcare is difficult to determine. Estimates in the UK range from 840 to 40 000 per year. These numbers are 
being extrapolated from studies that identified avoidable adverse events that contributed to death. An 
estimated 161,250 preventable deaths occur each year in U.S. hospitals, as an analysis from the Leapfrog Group 
demonstrates. Researchers at the Johns Hopkins Armstrong Institute for Patient Safety and Quality found that 
hospitals that performed poor on 16 patient safety measures caused more than 161,000 deaths annually. We 
should let go of meaningless transparency and daring to trust more in the care provider who is motivated to 
learn and improve. The Global Patient Safety Action Plan 2021–2030 “Towards eliminating avoidable 
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harm in health care” gives a summary on guiding principles and framework for the improvement of global 
patient safety. Urgent next steps we need to take include learning from mistakes, adopt best practices, and 
engage patients and other stakeholders to design and implement effective strategies to improve safety.  
 
Aim 

The overall aim of this research group is to improve patient safety in healthcare by filling gaps between 
knowledge and practice by developing standardized frameworks identifying context specific barriers and 
facilitators needed for tailor-made design and translation of effective and sustainable strategies into routine 
practice.  
 

Methods 

We want to engage patients and other stakeholders in designing and testing strategies to improve patient 
safety. We want to work closely with patient representative organisations, medical regulatory authorities (MRA), 
high risk industries (other than healthcare), professional staff in health facilities and specialists in safety science, 
evidence-based medicine and knowledge translation to achieve the desired outcome. 
 
Figure 

We want to focus on several aspects of safety improvement in healthcare (source: Hollnagel E., Wears .L. and 

Braithwaite J. From Safety-I to Safety-II: A White Paper. The Resilient Health Care Net: Published simultaneously 

by the University of Southern Denmark, University of Florida, USA, and Macquarie University, Australia) 

 
 
We identified three strategies for gap analysis that we want to combine in a project to improve patient safety;  
 

• Gap between evidence-base practice and MRA policies. Evaluate and learn from different 

policies and interactions of MRA on “Things that go wrong” across EU.  

• Gap between proven best practices and scale up to other practices. Learn from best practices 

“Things that are difficult but go right” by using a four domain checklist for health facilities and 

identity the role of MRA’s in facilitating learning and improving.  

• Gap between scientific evidence and patient experience. Co-design knowledge translation 

strategies to improve safety. 

 



We want to use a mixed method approach of the strategies within each group of stakeholders.  

Expected deliverables 

We want the combined work and body of evidence to be integrated into a standardized framework enabling 
advice per domain, specific for the local context needed for tailor-made design and translation of effective and 
sustainable strategies into routine practice. MRA’s and healthcare organizations can use this for a combined 
approach to improve safety in healthcare. 
 

Next to this framework which can be tailored to each setting or phase of improvement an organization is in, the 

separate building blocks for this context tailored advice will consist of; 

- Review on the barriers and facilitators in improvement of patient safety for healthcare facilities and 

MRA policies. 

- Scale up strategies and facilitators identified from high risk industry. 

- Proposal for standardized framework for and from different MRA’s in the EU. 

- Level of EBM implementation within MRA’s. 

- Gap analysis MRA-healthcare organizations. 

- Gap analysis healthcare organizations- patients. 

 

 


